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A true sense of values is a fundamental of ethics and of art, and it

is a criterion of high civilization and an essential of wisdom.

There is

no necessary superior value in what is newer, or bigger, nor in ideas
because they are labelled "progressive", or

11

liberal 11 •

Analysis and

careful examination of both things and ideas are necessary to determine
their values; and surely, with a long and in@t:ructive history behind us,
we should place the burden of proof of its value upon what is new.
Before they are tried, a very strong prima facie case should be made out
for experiment and innovation.

For intelligent and constructive criti-

cism we need a keen and sound sense of values.

For clear thinking on our

economic problems we need to distinguish between value and price.

To be

intelligent voters we need to distinguish between fine words and the
values behind them.
Value is the quality of being necessary to the existence of man, or
(2) conducive to his happiness and to the improvement of the race.

If

man knew what was good for him, this would be the end of ·t he matter.
But value (aside from things evidently necessary to existence) is also
(3) the quality of being esteemed and desired, rightly or wrongly, by
man.

Value is given to things, to thoughts, to feelings, and to men by .

man's often unwise and shortsighted judgments and choices and desires.
Value, in sh?rt, is in (1) what is necessary, in (2) what is good and,
in (3) what is considered necessary or good.
Absolute value is that of things indispensable to life, like air,
water, food and (in this climate) shelter and clothing.

To these may be

added such unquestionable gains of modern times as sanitation, medicine
and surgery; also knowleage that has, on balance, diminished fear, super-
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stition, and suffering; increased comfort, pleasure and happiness; and
lessened the activity or effects of evil instincts.

But in measuring the

net value of each such item of knowledge care nmst be taken to.make sure
that it has not brought with it bad results that cancel out its good.
Otherwise it has no place in this category of values that are acknowledged
by all, and have escaped from the faulty judgment of man.
The second category of values, those conducive to man's happiness
and to the improvement of the race, are the values of such things as
health, mental and physical, as individual and as potential parent; truth,
honor, courage, justice
These

&eR\ln~iQR~~

wisdom

kindness

patience, work, play, love.

virtues and good things would all be given great

value by a society that intelligently sought its own welfare.

Their

value, high and clear, and as motives of life, is in the minds and
feelings of the wise. The subjective values of love, honor, duty,
•
loyalty, liberty,
have been absolute values in lofty minds; life itself
has been

wi~lingly

laid down for them.

The third category of values covers all the rest of the field.

It

embraces the quality of being desired by man that is in everything man
desires, whether because he thinks it helps him to the necessaries of
life or because he thinks it will increase his satisfactions in life.
These values may be in things or in the services of other men.

They

arise from immemorial human traits and instincts like sex, creative impulse, self-expression, property, combativeness, rivalry, gregariousness,
etc., which, like most things, become evil only when carried to excess
or directly unjustly.

Consciously or subconsciously each individual's

appraisal ot relative values determines his actions,

and so the course

of his life in his response to circumstance and chance.

One can perhaps

say that the pattern of each man's scale of values not only determines
but is that man's character.
In the circumstances in which a man finds himself he does what he
wishes to do.

He wishes to do that which has the greatest value to him.

Thus sense of values, or taste, determines the ethical quality of action.
I. a./
a
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·
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A good man has a high sense of values".A ba'O. ma~ a low one. Fine sense
of values is a high and a rare quality.
ophers have struggled to inculcate it.

Religious teachers and philosIt is necessary to real upward

progress of man, to true statesmanship, to the appreciation of a joke,
or the detection4f a demagogue.

It is true education.

Human qualities, such as they are, are the only materials from which
life can be wrought.
not eliminated.

They can be directed but not changed, tempered but

Upward progress of individual and society

depen~s

upon

how much and how fast the second category of values, the nobler ones,
can influence the third,-- that vast and confused mass of values that
actuate the infinite transactions of every day life.
We have seen that value is a very different tlµng from price, and
that, aside from the necessaries of life, most of what is finest and
most important in life cannot be bought or sold.

We now step down into

the market place where most of man's waking hours are passed.
change value rules.

Here ex-

It is the value of one or more things or services

measured in the amount of other things or services that someone will
give in exchange.

Perhaps a horse may be got in exchange for two cows.

Perhaps in exchange for a certain amount of labor one may get board and
lodging, some clothing, certain luxuries and so on.

In every transaction

q'

the goods or services are the price of those received.

Thus the price of

goods or services is their exchange value expressed, in each transaction,
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in the amount of some particular goods or services for which one exchanges them.

Here we have barter, the essence of buying and selling

and the proof of exchange values.

Money facilitates exchange, but it

does not affect exchange values.

If one horse can be exchanged for two

'

cows, this reciprocal exchange value is unchanged whether the relative
prices of the animals, expressed in money,
and $100.

~e

$100. and $50., or $200.

We may note, too, in passing, that the "average price" of

cows and horses, or their "price level", whether called $75. or $150.,
is meaningless so far as their nru.tual exchange value is concerned.
Those who at a given time have nothing to offer that anyone wants
cannot enter into the processes of fixing exchange values at that time.
The exchange value of any thing or any service is determined in part by
the sum of desire for that thing or service on the part of people having
an adequate amount of something that is desired to off er in return for
it, and in part by the degree of scarcity or abundance of the thing or
service.

And it is determined also in part by the sum of desire and the

degree of scarcity or abundance of the thing or service for which it is
to be exchanged.

Desire for goods or services, backed up with something

adequate to offer in exchange for them, is called "effective demand".
Note, however, that in a modern society like our own, where nobody is
allowed to perish through lack of the necessaries of life, and where
those who have something to offer in exchange support, directly or indirectly, those who have not, the difference between "effective demand"
and the sum of desire of the whole people for a necessaryt_ife, say
/\

.

wheat, for example, may be almost ignored.

Still, we will consider the
~

sum of desire or need as restricted, as concerns1 exchange values, to the

I
sum of desire and need on the part of those having something to offer
to others who also have something to offer in return.
Naturally, goods and services cannot have exchange value unless it
is expressed in something for which they are exchangeable,- like the
one horse's exchange value expressed in two cows.

The ratio between the

demand for and scarcity of horses and the demand for and scarcity of
cows, is the exchange value between horses and cows.
The desirability of air is infinite rund
fore it can have no exchange value.

i~s

scarcity is zero. There-

Suppose, as a result of machinery,

a million unskilled laborers are out of work.

The desire, or need, for

unskilled labor is say, 200,000, and it may be an insistent demand.
•

with 800,000 surplus laborers,

~ /\scarcity.

change value of this labor is also very low.

is almost zero.

But

So the ex-

Suppose wheat is raised in

great superabundance·.; its desirability remains very high.

Still, when

you multiply it by the low figure which would represent its scarcity,
the result, its exchange value,

must remain low.

The exchange value of a thing or of a kind of labor can be raised
only by (1) increasing the sum of
its scarcity, or by both.,
of things or of
scarcity.

service~

~esire

Adv~r~~sin~

for it or (2) by increasing

tries to increase desire. Monoply

or conspiracyA seeks to create artificial

If monoply gives either goods or services an artificially

high exchange value, the result is that the non-monopolistic providers of
goods or services (the majority) give a greater value than they receive
for the monopolistic goods or services they get in exchange.

Such ex-

change of goods and services impoverishes the provider of naturally
valued goods and services for the supposed benefit of the provider
artificially valued goods or services.

o~

The former cannot keep up this

I

unfair exchange long.

His purchasing power falls off.

I

Trade languishes.

Degree of scarcity, or in other words supply, is unchangeable in the
case of objects that cannot be duplicated (except by counterfeit or
forgery),- like rare stamps or coins, autographs, manuscripts, first
e«ftions, antiques and other curios.

The demand for these is determined

by the zeal and affiliuence of collectors; and so their exchange value
varies entirely according to that effective demand.
Irreplaceable natural resources, like coal, oil and the metals, are
likewise limited in supply.

If we knew the limits of the sµpplies of

these substances and could look far into the future and forsee the need of
them, then t h e fact of their limited existing amounts would affect our
conception of supply in the case of minerals; indeed in the case of every
thing that cannot be produced without diminishing possible future supply.
A small community seeking to live and perpetuate itself on a small
territory would be very alive to this principle which, even in the United
States, motivates an occasional gesture toward conservation of natural
resources.

In the probable conduct of a small community some clues might

be found to what might be

wis~

economic and social policies in an enormous

one like our own country; · where it is so difficult to see principles
through the chaos of detail.
It is possible to imagine, in a free economic society, a moment when
the demand for everything, including every kind of human service, was exactly equal to the supply; not to the possible supply, but to the supply
·produced or offered.

But such an ideal balance, even i

sometimes approx-

imated by chance, could not be maintained in any free society, in any
eociety suitable to human nature.

Any balance would remain subject to

/tJ
weather, wars, epedemics, birht-rates, etc.

If a rough balance is in

any large measure attainable, it . m:ust be by economic planning; and that
means regimentation.

By government ownership or minute control of the

means of production and of the relations of industry (socialism and
conmrunism), in the name of the people or of a section of them (as in
Soviet Russia) this planning and the regimentation that is necessary to
it may be approached.

Excessive concentration of economic power in

vast financial, industrial or mercantile organizations, in labor organizations, in all attempted monopolies, tends also to regimentation.

And

regimentation takes the joy out of life, dwarfs the human spirit, and
arrests development.

It should be resorted to very springly.

In the more or less free economic society to which we are accustomed,
demand varies according to custom, fashion or the replacement of formerly
desired goods or services by new and preferred types of goods and
services.

Demand for anything varies also with the exchangm value be-

tween that thing and the things to be exchanged for it.

If the exchange

value of cows and horses becomes, instead of two cows for one horse,
four cows for one horse, then fewer people will be willing to exchange
cows for horses.

They will get along with as few horses as possible.

The price of horses has gone so high that the demand falls off.

This

may have occured through a monopolistic attitude on the . part of the
sellers of horses, or because the supply of horses was really too small.
The natural remedy is the production of more horses to break the monopoly
or to replenish the supply.

If, on the other hand, this disparity of

exchange is due to a great oversupply of cows, those interested should
breed fewer cows and turn part of their attention to some other
enterprise.
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In the market place demand means demand at a certain price, and
supply means supply at a certain price.

People will not exchange their

goods and services more than they can help if they believe they are being
a sked to give too nmch in exchange for too little.

And people, if they

are wise, will try not to produce such oversupplies of their goods as
will give them too unfair a disparity in exchange for other goods.

As to

human services, immoderate mechanization may have created an absolute
oversupply; and even if not, if the exchange value of labor i6 too un- ·
naturally high then the demand for labor will not rise beyond mininmm
requirements.

We ha:r.re seen 'bhtrt...,..

th things as they are, the way to

stinmlate trade would be for everybody to sell his goods or services at
the lowest exchange value consistent with a fairly decent living.
Generally speaking money, at the present extraordinarily low rate of
interest, seems to be the one thing on the bargain counter.
Money value is the exchange value, or pri_c e, of goods and services
expressed in a sum of money instead of in an amount of other goods and
services.

As an easily divisible medium of exchange it is just a short

cut to avoid the inconvenience of barter and to facilitate exchange.

As

in the case of goods a nd s ervices, t he exchange value of money f luctuates
with the sum of demand for it and with its greater or less scarcity.

If

it is precious metals, like gold and silver, or is based on these, . then
its scarcity will vary inversely with the production of the mines.

If

it is a paper currency based on credit, then its scarcity will very inversely with the liberality of policy determining the backing required
for its issuance.

The current law authorizing issuance of currency

backed by government bonds illustrates the policy of reducing scarcity.
Raising or lowering the discount rate, to repel or to invite turning
assets into money, is a device to diminish or increase scar.cit_v.

"One

I
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market transactions 11 are another.

That phrase means that the Federal

Reserve may buy bonds when they wish to make money more
sell them when they wish to make it less plentiful.

plentiful or

When currency was

redeemable in precious metal, and adequately based on that and upon
short time self liquidating assets, and credit money (deposits against
which cheques are drawn) depended on the judgment of bankers as to the
value of securities or their confidence in borrowers, the scarcity of
money was affected by the supply of the metals, the bank rate, and the
opinion of the market

~lace

as interpreted by bankers.

The system worked perfectly and helped bring on the depression,
and the resulting crisis of 1932.

This fact has been one of the excuses

for the Roosevelt government's effort to gain control of the processes
that may be used to expand or contract the money supply, especially the
90% thereof that consists in deposits on which cheques are drawn.

Another

reason was that if the government controlled the Federal Reserve banks
it could

make forced loans to the verge of bankruptcy, with none to

say it nay; whereas ordinarily banks and individuals are not obliged to
buy government bonds unless they wish to.

And this puts at least some

limit upon otherwise endless government borrowing.

American experience

certainly suggests that it will be safer to leave the expansion and contraction of credit to the practical judgment of the market place, which
is vitally interested in economic soundness, rather than to politicians
a t Washington; and that, so far as we are to have a managed currency,
its management should be a business rather than a political one.

,

•
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•
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The forces that make for greater or less scarcity of money are of
interest to all of us because they raise or lower the money value, or
price, of all the goods or services we sell or buy.

They make the money

in our pockets, savings banks, insurance policies, and in the wages,
salaries or other income we are going to receive, go down or up in
value, that is purchasing power.

Money is a rubber yard-stick.

prudence should be used in stretching or contracting it.
pleasant to receive more dollars.

Great

It seems

But he who receives high prices

must pay high prices; and his last state is often worse than his first.
An especially uncertain dollar makes all contracts expressed in dollars
urrusually hazardous.

It therefore discourages enterprise.

